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Abstract

Introduction: Peer review plays a pivotal role in optimizing articles’ quality. However, in a context of poor methodological publications and unreliable data, it is questionable which strategies to invest in to improve peer reviewing. An excellent start is by enhancing diversity through inclusion of undergraduate students to reviewers. We aim to report the peer reviewing policies, procedures, and practices of a medical student-led journal editorial board in 2020, detailing the challenges and the role of students in building capacity in peer review.

Methods: Through validated online training courses and peer education methodology, the students built capacity regarding the relevance of peer review, its models, structure, and publication process. The journal peer-reviewing was blinded for authors and reviewers, pursuing impartiality and minimization of identification bias. To add standardization to the submission and review processes, guidelines for authors and reviewers were developed, based on journals’ recommendations, and reporting guidelines.

Results: The journal had 254 submitted manuscripts from all five Brazilian geographic regions during the second semester of 2020, a considerable increase compared to the 72 submissions in the previous edition. After reviewing, 50 articles were accepted to the Brazilian Medical Students’ 7th edition, demanding minor or major corrections.

Discussion: Peer review contributes to the construction of content, standing for evidence-based medicine. Besides, it improves ethical, communication, and critical appraisal abilities, also desirable in the academic and professional spheres. Among the benefits and limitations of this medical students' peer review process, there is an interesting strategy to be studied and further promoted.

Introduction

Results' communication to researchers is a process that resembles long before journal publications and transitioned through distinct methods. The appraisal by field pairs (i.e., peer-reviewing) is one of the common ways to enable it, if not the dominant. The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) asserts that peer review in all its forms plays a pivotal role in ensuring the integrity and liability of scholarly records (1), which led to progress in articles’ quality. However, several criticisms have been made for the process of peer-reviewing by itself or related models (2).

On one side, authors expect a rapid, detailed, judicious, and fair assessment. Well-intentioned reviewers go towards articles improvement, even if rejected, aiming to acknowledge the amount of work the authors have done (3). Besides, editors should ensure the liability of the peer-reviewing process and maximization of its quality, enabling proper scientific communication and dissemination of research findings. In turn, those who offer themselves to review a manuscript await evidence that may be relevant to the journal’s scope and scientific field of concern (4).
Nonetheless, the standard peer review process is not exempt from flaws. The current knowledge dissemination model is characterized by the presentation of research findings which go through the inspection of journals that define priority themes, formats, and quality criteria. In this regard, journals condition what is published, by whom, when, and in which vehicles (2, 5, 6). Due to this structure, such a model does not privilege controversy, public debate, neither is equitable nor inclusive, as peer review is carried out by only a proportion of researchers. Frequently, two to three reviewers work on voluntarily, in a short period, to evaluate written pieces with considerable information gaps and of low reproducibility (5–7). Apart from those assets, scientists should be rewarded and acknowledged by peer-reviewing activities, which have not been occurring over time (8).

With this rationale, it is questionable which strategies can be adopted in peer reviewing to improve a system, enhancing methods’ completeness, adequate reporting, and data reliability. An excellent manner to start this process is by enhancing diversity through the inclusion of graduate students to reviewers or promoting mentored-based undergraduate peer-reviewing activities in non-student-led and student-led journals. Giving freedom to appraisal, whoever is under this specific duty, is of high priority. In student-led journals, undergraduate students should receive training and mentoring by experienced researchers to realize the publishing process at the beginning of their careers (9).

The Brazilian Medical Students Journal (BMS) is a free, biannual, scientific journal published by the International Federation of Medical Students’ Associations of Brazil (IFMSA Brazil), a nonprofit and nongovernmental organization (10, 11). When created in 2016, BMS aimed to share projects, activities, and experiences written by IFMSA Brazil members. Nevertheless, the journal increased in proportions, and currently, BMS aims to propagate scientific evidence through its editions and advocates for access to research and open science. Its thematic scope includes public health and inequities, improvements in patient care, medical education development, knowledge mobility, and best research practices (11).

Intending to manage the journal, BMS has its editorial board composed of the Scientific Team members, who nationally run and administer IFMSA Brazil Publication, Research, and Community Services unit (10). The team is annually renewed, from December of one year until November of the next. In 2020, the new BMS editorial board restructured its peer review system to improve its reliability and transparency. Changing the process underlined the indispensability of promoting rapid dissemination of research findings to advance the medical field (12). Therefore, this article aims to report the peer reviewing policies, procedures, and practices of a medical student-led journal editorial board in 2020, detailing the challenges and the role of students in building capacity in peer reviewing.

Methods

Due to the design of our study and non-inclusion of sensitive data, ethics approval was not required. Two assistants of the Scientific Team attended freely available online training courses provided by Elsevier and Publons on peer reviewing to raise capacity on the matter (13, 14). Through a peer education methodology, these two members were responsible for capacitating the others in a webinar format. The
learning objectives to be achieved were: understand the definition of peer review and its relevance to the scientific community; differentiate peer review models; comprehend traditional publication stages (editorial screening, reviewing, editor assessment of reviewers comments, the final decision on papers); be acknowledged with the role of editors and reviewers; discern how to write a helpful review report (1, 15).

Based on these aims, the BMS editorial board made some decisions. On the one hand, the team agreed on adopting a peer review format blinded both to reviewers and authors for the BMS journal, minimizing identification bias of authors, reducing the incidence of nepotism and both institutional and geographic biases, and reinforcing the need to provide impartial review and recommend a decision on the manuscript (16, 17). On the other hand, it was of utmost importance to release a pilot version of a guide for authors and for reviewers, adding clarity to the submission and review processes for prospective authors. The team divided itself into two small working groups of six members: one responsible for drafting the guidelines for authors and another document for reviewers. Each group had five participants and one coordinator to supervise the process. Afterwards, both groups shared their first drafts with the entire team to receive critical inputs and promote a collective decision-making process.

Concerning the instructions for authors, assistants searched for guides from different journals (18–20). Since BMS publishes articles in Portuguese and English, guidelines have editions in both languages. The document incorporates directions on the formatting of submission files and what each manuscript part should mention. In addition, the guide elucidates which ethical standards authors should adhere to and how to use the Contributes Roles Taxonomy (CRediT) instrument to give credit and recognition to the contribution roles of each author (21).

As for the instructions for reviewers, criteria for analyzing articles were dependent on study design. For this edition, the team used consolidated report guidelines, such as the PRISMA checklist for systematic reviews, CARE checklist for case reports, MacDermid et al. (2009) for original articles with specific items for qualitative and quantitative studies (22–24). For experience reports, the editorial board created its own checklist. The reporting guidelines were handled as guidance instruments to help reviewers consolidate their assessment, aligning it with each article section and originality. The instructions for reviewers also provide instructions for making recommendations for the manuscript and appropriate review tone. Additionally, the guide has a protocol when plagiarism is suspected (1).

**Results**

After closing submissions for BMS 7th edition, the editor-in-chief screened 254 received manuscripts. The editor checked alignment to the BMS scope and compliance with the guide for authors. At this stage, there were 31 rejected submissions due to disagreement in fulfilling these criteria. In sequence, the editor-in-chief has randomized 223 eligible manuscripts by removing names and affiliations, then randomly assigned each paper to two reviewers from the Scientific Team, who independently appraised submissions. An overview of the peer reviewing process is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Reviewers were unaware of who their partners were, avoiding conflicts of interest. Provided that reviewers had any disclosures or conflicts of interest, they had to contact the editor-in-chief through email to invite another editorial board member. Reviewers had an average of three weeks to provide their comments about articles to both authors and editors. Subsequently, the editor-in-chief assessed the reviews, deciding which papers to accept with no revisions, accept with major or minor revisions, or reject. Independent of results, all comments to authors were delivered by personal communication through the journal's official email address. In total, there were 50 accepted articles to the 7th edition, demanding minor or major corrections. After sending the revised manuscript to original reviewers, the Scientific Team edited the content of the manuscripts. Lastly, the editor sent the final editions to content designers.

Overall, BMS had a considerable increase in the number of submitted articles. Whereas the sixth edition admitted 72 submissions, the seventh received 254 manuscripts from all five Brazilian geographic regions respectively in the second semester of 2019 and 2020.

The highlights of this experience were the possibility of developing an internal journal organization to enable greater standardization of the peer review process. Furthermore, being a reviewer made it possible to improve critical sense and allowed growth in the research field, considering it was necessary to analyze articles according to their quality. As learning points, reviewers have demonstrated an initial difficulty in differentiating what belongs to the comments for authors and the editor. Besides, the editorial board has used reporting guidelines as an instrument to assess the quality of the submitted articles, which is not their primary objective. This process was vital for the team to comprehend that a reporting guideline should be a structured tool for researchers to use while writing manuscripts, being more helpful for authors than for reviewers (25). Also, the editorial board was not aware of other reporting guidelines that could have been, for example, for experience reports such as the Standards for reporting qualitative research (SRQR) and Consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) (26, 27), and other study designs. Based on these inputs, the editorial board decided to direct authors to these reporting guidelines explicitly and indicate more checklists to enhance articles' submission.

**Discussion**

Well done peer review plays a pivotal role in optimizing the quality of studies inserted in the scientific environment. Even though this process cannot address steps prior to the article submission, a crucial stage to improve reproducibility and quality of research outputs, peer review contributes to shaping how research findings will be disseminated and understood by readers (5). The system applied in BMS illustrates how peer review contributes to the construction of content. Specifically to the biomedical field, the process stands for evidence-based medicine by fighting against misinformation, bias, and inappropriate content (28).

Although not all the reviewers adequately contribute for content improvements, the greatest virtue of peer reviewing is combining both objective and subjective features. By making their comments on manuscripts, reviewers give researchers a different perspective on the structure and message of the analyzed text, and improve technical assets of the paper's methods and data presentation (29).
It is worth emphasizing that the quality of peer reviewing influences the reputations of journals. Thus, being a reviewer requires several responsibilities towards authors, editors, and readers. According to the Council of Scientific Editors, reviewers must give constructive and unbiased comments to authors, honoring the process confidentiality; provide a critical evaluation of the article to editors, pointing out improvement recommendations and notifying ethical concerns or any conflicts of interest; and ensure the quality of publications for readers, especially concerning research clarity and reproducibility (30). In addition to scientific context, these skills are helpful and expected in academic and professional spheres.

Regarding our report, reviewers could develop communication skills, including formality and cordiality, when elaborating comments to authors (31). Moreover, improving students’ feedback quality potentializes their involvement in the medical curriculum, enhancing self-directed learning, leadership ability, and intellectual content (32–34). Such student proactiveness drove BMS reviewing and editing, beginning with the initiative to build the peer review model by self-teaching in the topic and required technological resources. Furthermore, by incorporating students in the center of the publishing process, preconceptions about who can participate in knowledge sharing are challenged. All parties, including students, should be allowed to extend their capabilities to use, share and create knowledge, whereas journals need to incorporate mechanisms to promote diversity and equitable involvement among academics and citizen researchers.

Ethical responsibility is another high value characteristic developed in peer review since the privacy of information is constitutional on human-related research, and sometimes deviated by authors, editors, or reviewers either intentionally or unintentionally. Examples of this commitment are compliance with journal norms of confidentiality, notification of eventual conflicts of interest or ethical concerns, and management of assignments and deadlines (30).

Assuming a reviewer’s role enabled students to exercise critical appraisal of submitted articles and to value methodological rigor and clarity of research, aspects of much importance in the scientific field owing to its constant updates. As BMS reviewers detailed their recommendations, they built teamwork with the editor-in-chief, prioritizing group decision-making, unlike the typical hierarchical flowchart of peer reviews in which decision-making is vertical from the editor-in-chief and associated editors to reviewers and editorial board, rather than horizontally (35).

Creating a student-led peer review system in which information is freely available to the general public is challenging. It is unusual to find opportunities that stimulate medical students to peer-review during the first years in Academia. Some dilemmas to be encountered in these situations are student adhesion and permanence throughout Academia (36). Beyond these points, students face a competitive need to publish more to receive achievement in the labor market. This pressured environment comes as a result of early exposure to the perish-or-publish system. Additionally, students’ work is usually underappreciated compared to mainstream publishers and senior researchers before being independent and trained researchers (36, 37).
This study has some limitations. First, being a student-led journal simultaneously composes a fortress and limitation of this paper, considering that the students are still learning, and prone to make mistakes while reviewing due to lack of guidance. For example, unawareness of certain reporting guidelines, resources and collaborations, such as the Equator Network (38) demonstrate ongoing consolidation and understanding of how the publishing process works. Second, confusion on whether reporting guidelines should be conditioners of an article's appraisal was also a recurrent concern among reviewers. Future research directions are to comprehend if specific processes, such as the pairing of senior reviewers or journal editors with young researchers, increase students' knowledge, skills, and confidence in peer review.

Conclusion

Developing scientific competencies and abilities during graduation encompasses several acquisitions that exceed technical and academic knowledge, with peer reviewing as a skill that interests scientific development. Understanding this process as a fundamental piece of scientific publication is the first step to develop a better awareness of journal demands. Undergraduate students can progress in acquiring these skills to benefit current and future researchers and reviewers. Hence, the experience of making an academic journal led by students presented a new initiative, leading to the development of technical-scientific and critical reading skills for reviewers.
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**Figures**

![Peer Review Process Diagram](image-url)
The figure demonstrates how peer reviewing was performed by the editorial board from the Brazilian Medical Students journal. (1) Authors submitted their manuscripts to the journal, (2) The editor-in-chief screened the papers. If the editor considered that the article fitted into the journal scope and complied with the guide for authors, the manuscript was handed to two reviewers; otherwise the paper was rejected. (3) Two independent reviewers evaluated each article, making final recommendations on the manuscript. (4) The editor-in-chief analyzed both reviewers’ comments, and (5) forwarded the comments from reviewers to authors.